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Abstract 

We propose a scheme of all-optical switching in hot inverse Y-type four-level 
atoms driven by a strong standing-wave (SW). Two optical blockades are 
induced by quantum coherence of the strong standing-wave field at individual 
wavelengths of two travelling-wave (TW) probe fields. The blockade at probe 
field 2 can be burst when probe field 1 becomes strong and saturated absorption 
takes effect under keeping two-photon resonance. So the first probe field can 
switch on or off the second probe field all-optically with different strength in hot 
standing-wave-dressed atoms. In the other hand, when the second probe field is 
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resonant to the respective atomic transition to create EIT (electromagnetically 
induced transparency), the system can do one-order temporal differentiate 
calculation to the first probe field with Gaussian shape. The scheme has 
potential applications in all-optical transistor in quantum logical circuits. 

1. Introduction 

By applying external coherent fields, atoms can undergo controllable 
change in their internal structures and coherent excitation [1, 2, 3]. This 
leads to many novel effects of quantum coherence. For example, all-
optical transistors [4], one of the most important devices in quantum 
logical circuits, can be realized by external coupling fields in cold atoms 
[5]. However, cold atomic system has inherent limitation to relax atomic 
populations and thereby destroy quantum coherence. The hot atoms 
become an alternative choice for many quantum logic proposals. 
Therefore, dressed atoms [6, 7] without laser cooling have been 
investigated intensively. However, all-optical devices [8, 9] in hot atomic 
system have to suppress the broader spectrum line widths in order to 
reduce destroying impacts from atomic moving. A various of Doppler-free 
techniques have be utilized for this purpose, such as electromagnetically 
induced transparency (EIT) [10, 11], hole-burning [12] and coherent 
population oscillation [13], transferred quantum states [14], coupled 
atomic coherence [15, 16] with a standing-wave drive. Here, we propose a 
Doppler-free configuration using EIT and coupled coherence of a standing 
wave drive to realize two-color photonic blockades and further be 
demonstrated as an all-optical transistors. A two-photonic-blockade on 
two weak probe fields can be produced within the transparent windows 
due to coupled coherence of the standing wave field [15]. Recently, a 
single photonic blockade by a standing wave field have been observed in 
proposals of electromagnetically induced photonic bandgap [16], optical 
switching [17], and light storage [18]. The two-color photonic blockades 
are useful to make a transistor, which can be used as a switch or a logical 
device in quantum circuits. 
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2. Materials and Methods 

The energy-level diagram of the system is shown in Figure 1 where 
Figure 1(a) shows the diagram of four energy states of bare atoms; Figure 
1(b) exhibits the dressed states in which the dressed splitting doublets 

>+d2  and >> −+ dd 2,3  and >−d3  are caused by two TW (travelling 

wave) components of SW field +Ù  and ,−Ù  respectively. The +Ù  dressed 

and −Ù  dressed atoms (indicated by signs ++ and −−  in Figure 1(c)) lead 

to two-photon electromagnetically induced transparency or absorption 

(EIA) dependent to intensities of probe field 1pÙ  and .2pÙ  

Electromagnetically induced two-photon transparency (EITT) is resulted 
from atomic coherence between two respect transition paths >1  

−>− ±d2  >4  and ,431 >>−> ±dj  respectively [7, 19]. The 

coupled coherence between two types of dressed hot atoms can lead to 
Bragg reflections off the absorption or transparent peaks [18]. The 
photonic blockades to the two probe fields from Bragg reflection are 
indicated by signs −+  in dotted rectangles in Figure 1(c). The strong SW 

field creates two-color optically blockades [17] on propagation of two 
probe fields in the atoms as function of two p-n junctions on electronic 
fluxing in an electronic transistor. 
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(a)                                                       (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 1. (a) Energy-level diagram of the four-level system in bare 
states; levels ,3,2,1 >>>  and >4  correspond to ,1,215 >=FS  

>>= 235,2,215 PFS  and >235D  states of the Rb atoms, 

respectively. (b) the equivalent “dressed” energy level schematic of the 
system in Figure 1; the amplitude modulation effects of +Ω  and −Ω  lead 

to dressed splitting doublets >+d2  and >> −+ dd 2,3  and ,3 >−d  

respectively. (c) +Ω - and −Ω - dressed atoms are indicated by signs ++ 

and −−  in solid rectangles. The phase modulation effect between the two 

types of dressed atoms results in p-n junction area indicated by signs −+  

in dotted rectangle. 
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Considering the system in Figure 1(a), Hamilton of the system in 
interaction picture 

( ) ( ) 443322 2111 ><∆+∆−><∆−><∆−∆−= pppcpH  

,341323 21 ><Ω−><Ω−><Ω− ppc  (1) 

where ( ) ( ) ( )3243223111 and,, ω−ω=∆ω−ω=∆ω−ω=∆ ccpppp  are 

frequency detunings of probe fields 21, pp ΩΩ  and standing wave field 

with corresponding atomic transitions; Rabi frequencies of the respective 

incident lasers are ( ) zi
c

ri
p

ri
p cpp ezee ..

22
.

11 ,, 21 k−
+

− Ω=ΩΩ=ΩΩ=Ω kk  

( )4,3,2,1,2,,,; 3224321311
. ==Ω=Ω=ΩΩ+ ±±− jigEgEgEge ijpp
zi ck  

are dipole matrix elements of atomic transitions, ±,2,1 ppE  are slow 

varying field amplitudes, while 2,1 ppk  and ck  are wave vectors of the 

two probe fields and standing wave field, respectively. 

The density matrix equations in the hot atoms can be obtained by 
inserting expression (1) into the interaction equation as [20]: 

,Izt +ψ=ψ






∂
∂+

∂
∂ Qν  (2) 

where column vectors ψ  and I are: 

( ) ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 434241343332312423222114131211
Tρρρρρρρρρρρρρρρ=ψ  

(3) 

( ) .0000000000 22434241
T

pp iiI Ω−ΩΓΓΓ= ∗   

(4) 

Here superscript T stands for being transposed, matrix Q is the same 
as in [15]. To make Fourier transformation to Equation (2) and expend 
Ψ  in spatial Fourier series as: 

( ) ( ) ( ),,, jphaseemXj zim
j c ∗=Ψ ∑ kνν  (5) 
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and 
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By substituting Equation (5) into Equation (2), we get an infinite 
series of solutions [20] of Xj and ,ψ  which are dependent to atomic 

velocity and stand for the slowly varying amplitudes of the density-
matrix operator in frequency domain. The absorption, transmission and 
reflection of the output signals in time domain are obtained by making 
reverse Fourier transformation for solutions of all the atomic velocity 
classes to Equation (2). The total atomic polarization at probe fields can 
be obtained by integration to all the atomic velocity under Maxwell 
velocities distribution. 

3. Results and Discussion 

In order to show the switching properties, we assume the wave front 
of probe field 1 (as the input field) has a square wave form as shown in 
Figure 2(a). The transmission and reflection of the output field (probe 
field 2) is determined by susceptibility of probe field 2 which is 
proportional to the matrix element ( ).43 mρ  It is integrated under 

Maxwell velocities distribution to all responses of atoms considering the 
atomic motion: 

( ) ( ) ( ),,2,1,0,1543 …±±==ρ ∫∑
∞

∞−

∞=

−∞=

medNmX zim
m

m

ckννν  (6) 
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where ( ) π= −
p

peN νν νν 22
 is the Maxwell distribution, pν  represents 

the most probable atomic speed. Because susceptibility is modulated 
periodically by standing wave field, we apply method of transfer matrix 
[21] to calculate the transmission, reflection, and absorption of the output 
of the signal field. Time evolution for the output signals in time domain is 
obtained as shown in Figures 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d), respectively. From 
Figure 2, we found the weak controlling field results in output signal 
absorbed in the SW-dressed atoms and thus working at its state off due 
to two optical blockades are formed. However, the output of FWM signal 
can be transmitted through the system since the optical blockade is burst 
with assist of a strong input signal and so the system working at its state 
on. The SW-dressed atoms take impacts on the signal pulse whose 
duration in order of ,sµ  because of decaying rates of the excited levels 

>3  and >4  in several MHz. To switch shorter pulse, we can choose the 

media with the decaying rates in respect orders. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 2. (a) Waveforms of the control field (probe field 1), whose Rabi 
frequency is in unit of spontaneous emission rate between levels >3  and 

;MHz065.62,1 ×π=γ>  (b) the absorptive; (c) transmitted; and (d) 

reflected waveforms of the signal field (probe field 2); the used 

parameters are: atomic density .026.0,5.7,cm10 2
311 γ=Ωγ=Ω= ±
−

pN  

Similarly, when the system is working in EIT configuration [15] 
under ,02 =∆ p  the transmission and reflection of the first probe field (as 

the input signal) is determined by its susceptibility in the system which 
is proportional to the matrix element ( ):31 mρ  

( ) ( ) ( ).,2,1,0,731 …±±==ρ ∫∑
∞

∞−

∞=

−∞=

medNmX zim
m

m

ckννν  (7) 

If the signal entering the system with a Gaussian shape as ( ) 0pEtE =  

( ) ( )tit 0
22 expexp ω−τ−  ( τ  is the duration of the input pulse), the output 

signal through the atomic system will have a shape of the first-order 
differential of Gauss pulse as shown in Figure 3. The system can do 
differentiate calculation in a certain situation and therefore takes as a 
component in the quantum circuits. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Time evolutions of input pulses in the system of EITT 
configuration with (a) waveforms of input pulses with Gauss-shape       
the duration of Gauss pulse ns43.53=τ  and (b) waveforms of output 

pulses. The used parameters are ,6.1,cm102.1 22
310 γ=Ω×= −

pN  

γ=Ω=Ω −+ 6  and ,02.0 21 γ=Ωp  where ;MHz065.62 ×π=γ  

.MHz97.022412 ×π=Γ=γ  

4. Conclusion 

In conclusion, we demonstrate a scheme of all-optical transistor in 
hot standing-wave dressed atoms. Two optical blockades can be 
generated in each of the two types of structures of the system. The all-
optical switching or in a temporal differentiator have been demonstrated 
to be created in the configurations of two-photon resonance and EITT, 
respectively. It is a potential device in optical logical circuits. 
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Appendix A: Matrix Q  

Matrix Q is expressed as: 














=

DC

BA
Q  (8) 

here all the elements of matrix A, B, C, and D are zero except the 
followings as: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;~~6,1;7,53,1;~1,1 4121141 AAAiÙAAAA p −=−==−=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;5,71,3;3,2;2,2 1211 pccp iÙAAiÙAÄÄiA −==−=γ−−−=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;4,3;3,3;6,72,3 2311
*

ppc iÙAiÄAiÙAA −=γ−−=−==  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;5,54,4;3,4 211;4121
*

2 γ−−=γ−+−=−= cpppp ÄÄiAÄÄiAiÙA  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;7,6;42216,6;421,6 ciÙAÃÃAÃA −=+−=−=  

( ) ) ( ) ( ) ;7,8;8,7;7,7 *
2232 ppc iÙAiÙAiÄA −=−=γ−−=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;~~3,1;1,1;8,8 4131
*
1422 AABiÙBAAiA ppc −==γ−+−=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;2,6;1,5;4,4;3,3;2,2 *
1

**
1

*
1

*
1 pcppp iÙBiÙBiÙBiÙBiÙB =====  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;1,1;4,8;3,7;~~3,6 1
*
1

*
14232 ppp iÙCiÙBiÙBAAB ===−=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;~6,31,3;6,2;2,2;5,1 431 ACCiÙCiÙCiÙC cpc −=====  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;4,4;6,41,4;7,3;3,3 1
*

21 ppcp iÙCiÙCCiÙCiÙC =−====  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;1,1;6,81,8;8,4 3112 γ−==== ppc AiDiÙCCiÙC  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;8,36,25,1;8,53,1 *
21 pp iÙDDDiÙDD ===−==  
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;5,71,3;7,63,2;2,2 *
132 pcc iÙDDiÙDDAiD −==−==γ−=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;4,3;~~~3,3;6,72,3 2433231
*

pc iÙDAAADiÙDD −=++=−==  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;2,61,5;4,4;23,4 2432
*
2 ppp iÙDDAiDiÙD ==γ−−=−=  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ;23,7;6,6;5,5 24224121 ppcpp iÙDAAiDAAiD =γ−+=γ−+=  

( ) .7,7 432 γ−= pAiD  

 

 


